
 

SPS Commerce Named to Food Logistics 100

Annual List Recognizes Technology Providers Helping Grocery and Foodservice Distributors and 
Manufacturers Reach Their Business Goals.

Minneapolis, Minn., Dec. 17, 2008 – SPS Commerce, the leading Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) trading partner integration 
center provider, has been named to Food Logistics’  fifth annual Food Logistics 100 (FL100). With more than 5,000 customers 
in the grocery and food industries, SPS Commerce offers a suite of multi-tenant, SaaS services that deliver pre-built 
integrations spanning 2,700 unique fulfillment workflows across 1,300 retailers, grocers and distributors to improve visibility and 
fulfillment operations. 

The FL100 is an annual listing of technology solution and service providers that are helping grocery and foodservice 
manufacturers and distributors gain a competitive logistical advantage. The goal with the FL100 listing is to highlight a broad 
range of technology solutions and services targeted at the food industry, addressing the needs of companies of varying sizes 
that make up the food supply chain. 

“We are pleased to be named to the FL100,”  said Archie Black, president and CEO of SPS Commerce. “Every 
day, we deliver SaaS services to thousands of food industry customers to better connect with their trading 
partners and enable them to focus on their core business, not B2B integration.” 

The FL100 is available in the November/December 2008 issue of Food Logistics or online at http://www.foodlogistics.com. 

About Food Logistics
Food Logistics is the only publication exclusively dedicated to covering the movement of product throughout all channels of the 
supply chain. Food Logistics serves the information needs of food, beverage and consumer packaged goods executives 
involved in warehousing, transportation and information technology, as well as third-party and refrigerated service providers. 
Through our print and online products, we provide news, trends and best practices that help more than 25,000 grocery and 
foodservice suppliers, distributors and retailers make better business decisions. On the web at www.foodlogistics.com. 
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